An analytic method to calculate the propagation of electromagnetic and space-charge waves in a quasiperiodic disk-loaded waveguide including input and output arms, is presented. The approach relies on Cauchy's residue theorem to formulate the transmission, reflection, or the Green's function of a system composed of radial arms and grooves which are attached to a cylindrical waveguide. The only constraint of this method is that the inner radius has to be constant; all the other parameters of the system can be arbitrarily changed. This method is particularly useful for the analysis of input and output section of a high-power traveling wave structures. Q 1995 American Institute of Physics.
INTRODUCTION
A klystion consists of a metallic cylindrical waveguide to which three or more cavities are attached. The waveguide is designed such that at the frequency of interest the electromagnetic wave is beldw cutoff and in the absence of the beam the cavities are isolated. Electromagnetic power is injected into the input cavity which modulates the beam generating fast and slow space-charge waves. This modulation is further increased by the intermediary cavity(ies) but the total kinetic energy in the beam remains the same (ignoring Ohmic loss). The role of the output cavity is (i) to maximize the conversion efficiency of the energy stored in the spacecharge waves into pure electromagnetic energy and (ii) couple/guide this energy out of the system. Power levels on the order of 50 MW have been achieved from a 11.4 GHz klystron at Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC).' Beyond these power levels, high gradients develop in the close vicinity of the output cavity gap and the system is susceptible to radio frequency (RF) breakdown.
This problem is less severe in a disk-loaded traveling wave tube (TWT) which consists of a series of coupled cavities. These cavities are basically ZJ short section of a periodic structife. In this case the interaction is no longer confined to the vicinity of the cavity, but it is distributed along the entire structure. Furthermore, due to the coupling between the cavities, both electromagnetic and space-charge modes can propagate. The first experiments on high-power TWT performed at Cornell' indicated that 100 MW at 8.76 GHz can be achieved before the system oscillates. Although no RF breakdown was observed, the fact that the input is no longer isolated from the output, allows waves to be reflected backwards and this feedback may ultimately cause the system to oscillate.
In order to isolate the input from the output the TWT was split in two sections sepai&d by a sever (lossy material with radius below cutoff). The second set of experiments on a two-stage high-power TWT'indicated that power levels in excess of 400 MSV are achievable with no indication of RF breakdown.3 In this case, however, the output spectrum was 300 MHz wide and a significant amount of power (up to 50%) was measured in asymmetric sidebands. The latter observation was investigated theoretically" and it was concluded that it is a result of amplified noise at frequencies selected by the interference of the two waves bouncing between the ends of the last stage. In fact we have shown' that what we call amplifier and oscillator are the two extremes of possible operation regimes and any practical device operates somewhere in between, according to the degree of control we have on the reflection process. We have suggested6 to eliminate the problem using the transit-time isolation method. This method was successfully demonstrated7 experimentally and pow& levels of 200 MW were achieved at 9 GHz. The spectrum of the output signal was less than 50 MHz wide and the passband of the periodic structure was less than 200 MHz-for this reason we called it the narrow band structure (NBS). The inner radius of the waveguide is 6.2 mm and the exponential decay (of the first evanescent wave) between two cavities is of the order of 0.1. This low coupling level resembles the isolation of the cavities in a klystron. Furthermore the low-energy (and thus the group) velocity is directly associated with an increased spatial growth rate which in terms of dB/cm can be' five to six times larger than in a regular TWT and about one-half to one-third of the output cavity of a klystron (taking the effective aperture as the interaction length). The 200 MW power levels generated with the NBS were accompanied by gradients larger than 200 MV/m; no RF breakdown was observed experimentally. However, for any further increase in the power levels it will be necessary to increase the volume of the last two or three cells in order to minimize the electric field on the metallic surface. The system then becomes quasiperiodic.
From our experience so far, the main two problems of an extraction section based on a quasiperiodic disk-loaded structure are (i) minimize the reflections primarily at the output end of the structure in order to maintain a clean spectrum and to avoid oscillations and (ii) taper the output section to avoid breakdown and compensate for the velocity decrease of the electrons. In order to optimize these two conflicting requirements we have developed an analytical technique which permits us to design a quasiperiodic structure. This is a model which relies on a system consisting of a waveguide to which a radial arm (input section), a set of pill-box cavities, and another radial arm (output section) are attached. In principle, the number of cavities or arms is arbitrary. The boundary condition problem is formulated in terms of the amplitudes of the electromagnetic field in the cavities and arms. The elements of the matrix which relates these amplitudes with the source term are analytic functions.
Quasiperiodic structures are well known, in particular to the accelerator community, however, there is a significant difference between an accelerating and an extraction traveling wave structure. A tapered acceleration disk-loaded waveguide is typically l-2 m long and the geometrical variations occur over many periods of the structure. Consequently, quantities like phase or group velocity or interaction impedance remain locally meaningful. The situation is different in a traveling wave extraction section. These are much shorter structures-in our experiments typically between 3-10 cmwhich are expected to generate radiation with an efficiency larger than 40%-50%. If the initial beam is not highly relativistic which is the case in most systems, with the exception of an experiment at the Centre European of Research Nuclear (CERN),* this kind of efficiency implies a dramatic change in the geometry of the structure over a short distance. The immediate consequence is that quantities like group velocity, interaction impedance, and even the phase velocity become meaningless since at a given frequency a broad spatial spectrum of the waves coexists in the system. As a result, we can no longer assume a single interacting wave in the structure. The method presented here combines the features of the beam-gap interaction as in a klystron with those of the beam-wave interaction in a traveling wave structure.
Although this work is primarily motivated by the highpower traveling wave amplifier and klystrons, our analysis applies (with adequate adaptation) to backward oscillators, multimode Cerenkov devices and magnetrons. Furthermore, it should be pointed out that three of the main high-power sources under investigation today for the next linear collider (SLAC? CERN,S and VLEPP") combine traveling wave structures either as the main extraction region (CERN) or only as the output extraction region (SLAC and VLEPP) .
In this paper we shall first use the generic system mentioned above to calculate the effect of the various geometric parameters on the electromagnetic characteristics of the system. This is followed by a calculation of the Green's function which enables us to analyze the radiation emitted for any given current distribution. In this section we also examine phenomenologically the effect of saturation. Finally, the beam-wave interaction is considered within the framework of the (linear) hydrodynamic approximation. In this case, the poles which determine the Green's function represent both electromagnetic and space-charge modes in an cylindrical waveguide.
II. HOMOGENEOUS SOLUTION
Throughout this work we shall consider only symmetric transverse magnetic (TM) modes. The only constraint of the method is that the radius of the waveguide (Ri"t) has to be kept constant along the entire system. A schematic of the system is presented in Fig. 1 . It consists of a radial input arm of width dl , a number of cells/cavities (which is limited only by the computational capabilities), and an output arm of width dn, where N is the total number of cells and arms. As it will be made clear Iater, it is also possible to extend the analysis to include more than one output arm.9 The cavities can be of any dimension provided that the basic geometry is preserved. One way to analyze the electromagnetic characteristics of such a structure is by mode decomposition and formulating the boundary condition problem in terms of a transmission matrix from each discontinuity. This method is addressed in literature," but its drawback is that whenever more than one discontinuity is involved its numerical stability is poor. This is due to the large and small numbers resulting when the amplitudes of the evanescent modes associated with each discontinuity are advanced from one discontinuity to the next. Unlike in a periodic structure, where the field in the inner cylinder (O<r<R,,) can be represented by Floquet series, here we have to consider the entire spatial spectrum of waves; therefore the magnetic vector potential reads i cc AZ(r,z;w)= dk A(k)lo( Tr)e-jkz,
-cc where I'2=k2-co2/~2, lo(x) is the zeroth-order modified Bessel function of the first kind. All the transients are assumed to be zero: in other words the system has reached a steady-state regime thus a phasor notation, eiwt, is adopted. In the arms or grooves the electromagnetic field should be represented by a superposition of modes which satisfy the boundary conditions on the metallic walls. In principle, an infinite number of such modes is required. However, as long as the vacuum wavelength is about five times larger than the groove/arm width, the first mode [transverse electric and magnetic (TEM)] is sufficient for most practical purposes. This assumption is by no means critical for the present analysis and the calculation is similar when a larger number of modes is required, however, we use it since it makes the presentation simpler. In order to quantify this statement let us give a simple example of a periodic disk-loaded structure: consider the case when R,,(= 15.9 mm, Ri", =9 .0 mm, the period of the system is 10.0 mm and the disk is 5 mm wide.
L. Schlchter and J. A. Nation For this geometry it is required that the phase advance per cell will be 120" at 9 GHz. With 39 spatial (longitudinal) Floquet harmonics, the lower cutoff frequency (kL=O), using three modes (TEM, TMol , and TM& in the grooves, was calculated to be 8.206 GHz, with two modes (TEM and TM& 8.192 GHz and 8.192 GHz when only the TEM mode was used. For the higher cutoff (kL=r) the calculated frequencies were 9.270 GHz, 9.229 GHz, and 9.229 GHz correspondingly. Thus in the regime of interest the the typical error associated with neglecting the higher modes in the grooves is expected to be on the order of 1% or less. Within the framework of this approximation we can write for the magnetic vector potential in the input arm,.
A,(r,z; O) =AiJYo (l)(~rj+DIH6 '(~rj, (2) where &l)(x) and Hb2)(x) are the zero&order Hankel functions of the first and second kind respectively: A, represents the amplitude of the incoming wave and D, is the amplitude of the reflected wave which has yet to be determined. In the nth ( 
which represents a cylindrical outgoing wave. In order to determine the various amplitudes we next impose the boundary conditions in a way which is similar to the case of a periodic structure. The main difference is that we no longer consider a single cell to characterize the entire system but we examine each individual region. From the condition of continuity of the longitudinal electric field we can conclude that 1 ff2 n=l or n=N, n#l or n#iV,
with v=O,l; z,, is the location of the center of the nth groove or arm and'd, is the corresponding width. Note that, based on the definition in Eq. (7), the generalization of the formulation to an arbitrary number of arms is straightforward. Imposing the continuity of the tangential magnetic field on each aperture we find
It is now convenient to substitute Eq. (5) dx, f I z,fd,i2
If we now examine the integrand we observe that there are an infinite set of poles which correspond to Z,(A) =O. Bearing in mind the relation between the modified Bessel function and the regular one [Jo(x)] we realize that the condition above is satisfied for k2=(coIc)2-(pf/R$,t); here pS are all the zeros of the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind, i.e., J,(p,)=O. According to Cauchy's theorem the contribution to the integral will come from the poles of the integrand; hence the last integral in Eq. (12) where I'~=(PsIRi,,)2-(~/~)2. The last integral is the Green's function of a uniform waveguide and is easily evaluated as G(x,tx2) = (rrlr,)e-r~ixl-x2f. This result permits us to express the matrix x in terms of analytic functions since the integration over xl and x2 in Eq. (13) otherwise.
In this expression sinhc( x) = sinh(x)lx. The electromagnetic problem has been now simplified to inversion of a matrix whose components are analytic functions.
The method was tested on a set of identical cells. The passband in the transmission coefficient fits very well that calculated using the dispersion relation of an infinite periodic structure. The following example illustrates the potential of this method-beyond the general trend of the transmission through a periodic structure. The first goal is to determine what should be the location of the arms to adequately feed power into a nine cell narrow band structure (R,,,= 14.2 mm, Rintz6.2 mm, L= 12 mm, and d=6 mm). Figure 2 illustrates the geometry of the narrow band structure with nine cavities and two arms. In the first case the arms are 6 mm from the adjacent cells (see lower system) and we observe that the average transmission coefficient is about -20 dB-see lower curve. It should be pointed out that the peaks do reach the 0 dB level. However, their bandwidth is much narrower than that of a practical source and to this extent this fact becomes irrelevant to any experimental consideration. For this purpose, in this particular section, we prefer to consider the average transmission coefficient over a range of frequencies. As the length of the waveguide between the arm and adjacent cell was shortened to 1 mm (both at the output and input), the transmission coefficient increases dramatically to an average value of -3 dB; this result was also observed qualitatively in experiment.
Let us now assume for a moment that we have matched the cold system for a given frequency, i.e., the gain in dB, 10 10g(IDN12dN~IAin12d~) is zero. It is known that in the nar-row band structure very high gradients develop in the interaction process-in particular in the last couple of cells. In order to avoid RF breakdown the volume in which the electromagnetic energy is stored is increased, thus decreasing the 9.7 8J 1.9 9.0 FIG. 3. Design of a structure subject to the constraint of increasing the volume of the last cells dictated by the breakdown considerations. The linear (adiabatic) taper is not adequate in short and high-power systems. When the output cavities have one frequency which is close to that of the cavities in the uniform structure the system can be readily tuned.
L. Schkhter and J. A. Nation energy density, and consequently lowering the field. We started with a linear tapering of the external radius of the last three cells. The width of these cells and their separation was varied in a wide range of parameters to bring the transmission coefficient to 0 dB at given frequency and the best we could achieve was -3 dB which is not acceptable (see Fig.  3 ). At this stage we returned to the initial geometry but doubled the external radius' of the last two cells. These cavities have two (rather than one) resonant frequencies, one of which is close to that of a cavity in the uniform structure.
After some fine tuning we obtained the transmission which is optimized to the required frequency-as indicated in the lower frame of Fig. 3 . This example emphasizes the dual way we can examine a quasiperiodic structure: (1) as a traveling wave structure or
The second term is the solution of the homogeneous equation which does not diverge on axis and which is a direct result of the presence of the metallic surface; Rb is the radius of the source/beam. In the region outside the beam (~b&,) this expression can also be written as
(2) as a set of coupled cavities. It is the latter which is of i20)
great importance in the design of extraction regions since as we indicated above, quantities like phase or group velocity where have practically no meaning when the geometry-of the struc- 
G(r,zIr',z'j= jywdk e-jk(z--z'Jgk(rlr'),
The continuity of the azimuthal magnetic field provides us with an additional set ofiequations similar to Eqs. (8):
1 lo(l?r) Ko~rr') for OS&r', Based on these two equations we can determine the ampligk(rIr')= i$i+ Ko(l?r)Z,(rr') for r 'Sr<a. tudes D, in the arms ancl grooves by substituting Eq. (24) 
III=1
where expression for L,(k) and then evaluate the integral on k based on Cauchy's residue theorem; the result is dk g& WkK:(k).
0
In this expression we used the property of the modified Bessel functions: io(x (x) + I, (x)KO(x) = l/x. The expression in Eq. (26) indicates that if we know the source term s, we can determine all the amplitudes D, using the inverse of exactly the same matrix r we defined in the previous section. Therefore, we next direct our efforts to simplify the expression for the source term, s, .
Based on the definition of B(k) in Eq. (21) we can write
where
Thus in order to simplify the source term s, we have first to simplify the function a,(r',z').
We substitute the explicit In order to further simplify the analysis we shall now make the following assumptions: (i) the current density varies very slowly in the transverse direction such that it can be considered constant and (ii) we shall examine a Dirac delta function current longitudinal distribution, such that the field due to any other current distribution can be represented as a superposition of such point-like sources: J,(r,z) = --$ A,6(z-z,)h(R,,-r): b h(x) is the regular step function. In here I is the current of the particular dipole, AZ is the amplitude of oscillation of the dipole, and z, is its location in the z direction. This is a stationary dipole which oscillates at the given frequency. With these assumptions and bearing in mind that dr rJo(pdRint)=RbRint 1 JI (34) 7
we can finally write MA: cc c JI (PsRblRint) 1 ,y zzn '=aRb ,s=, J,(p,) dp @s&C)- (35) In order to present the radiation emitted by such a stationary dipole it is convenient to normalize both the source term and the amplitude with the term a=,uofAZl( TR,,) hence S,= s,la and fi,= D,la. The average power which flows through the vth arm is Pv=2~d,[D,f2/pCLo. Accordingly, the average normalized power flowing through each one of the arms in the structure is given by &-$ q'of2 $$-'=; j?$ &,(cu),~; (36) here, the index v indicates the input or output arms only, i.e., v= 1 or v=N. We have examined first the effect of the arm location on the radiation emitted by a single stationary dipole. We consider two quantities: the total emitted power, (PtoJda= 10 log( P, + p,), and the ratio between the power emitted in the output arm and input arm, i.e., (P,/P,),,=lO log(~,/~,). The geometry we shall consider next is somewhat different than in the previous section: R ext=17,3 cm, Ri,t=9 mm, L~10.4 mm, and d=1.4 mm. This choice of parameters was determined by the need to increase the internal radius of the structure while at the same time to maintain the group velocity relatively low. The phase advance per cell was chosen to be 120" at 9 GHz which is the resonant frequency with a 1 MeV electron. Figure 4 illustrates the power emitted by a dipole oscillating at 9 GHz as its location is varied along the structure, for two different cases. The left frame represents the case we showed previously to be the optimal from the point of view of feeding the system; namely, minimum distance between the arms and the In the left frame the separation is 1 mm and thus similar amounts of radiation are emitted in input and output arms. As the input drift region was increased (gin=5 mm) the dipole emits primarily through the output arm.
adjacent cavities (gin=goUt= 1 mm). The only difference in the right frame is the location of the input arm gin"g1'5 mm. There are several features which are apparent. First, for the left frame there is a clear pattern of larger emission when the dipole is in the cavity compared to the case when it oscillates in the drift region between two cavities. Next, comparing the power in the output arm with that in the input arm for the left case we observe that the two are of the same order of magnitude. Third, breaking the symmetry of the system (g,=5 mm), causes a preferred direction of emission toward the output (since the input is "blocked") as indicated in the right frame. This implies that in a case of distributed stationary dipoles it is necessary to generate this asymmetry in the geometry if we wish the radiation to be emitted in the forward direction. Finally, it is interesting to note that although the dipole current is the same, the peak power is larger. In addition, the clear pattern of maximum power obtamed when the dipole is in the cavity (see Fig. 4 , left frame)~ is not as clear in the case shown in Fig. 4 , right frame. Another case of interest is the effect of the length of the drii regions between two adjacent cavities. We increased the distance between the third and fourth cavity from 9 mm to g4=20 mm. The effect is illustrated in the left frame of Fig.  5 , and the right frame shows the case when gs=20 mm. After examining the previous case the results are intuitive: in the first part of the structure the emission is primarily toward the input arm whereas in the second part, practically all the radiation is emitted through the output arm. It should be mentioned that since the current density is imposed, the emitted power is a direct measure of the longitudinal component of the electric field in the structure. As such, we observe that the main difference between the left and right frame is the field pattern-directly associated with the change in the geometry. We shall return later to this geometry since it can simulate the operation of a two-stage traveling wave structure or a klystron with a traveling wave output.
IV. DISTRIBUTED CURRENT DENSITY
In a uniform section of a traveling wave amplifier the modulation amplitude grows exponentially. Let us assume that the current has the form Jz(r,z;w)=Joe-j*zh(R6-r); 
According to this expression we define the normalization factor a = 2Jo,UaoRbRi", which entails that B,,=D,la and S,=s,la. The normalized average emitted power is Next we examine quantitatively the radiation of the current distribution in Eq. (42) and we shall try to maximize the power emitted at 9 GHz. The parameters are as follows: dsat= l-3 d,,, 5 K=0.5K0(l+jv3)+(wlc)(1/~), /3=0.94, and Ko= 80. The spatial variation of the current at t =0 is presented in Fig. 6 . The total power emitted by this current distribution is PtOt= 54.9 dB (see definition in previous section), and most of this power is emitted forward due to the asymmetry associated with the current distribution: PNIP1=8.6 dB. As in the second section, we now increase the volume of the last cavity. The width of the cell is set to be d,,=5 mm; its separation from the previous cavity remains the same (gg=9 mm). The left frame in Fig. 7 represents the total power and the arms power ratio as the external radius of the tenth cavity is varied. The resonant character of the structure is clearly revealed by this picture. We chose to operate near the second peak, i.e., R,,,,,=3.19 cm. The right frame illustrates the geometry and the configuration space. Although in this process we lost almost 2.5 dB of the total power, we gain in the directivity of the emitted power since now PN/P1=19.7 dB compared to 8.6 dB in the uniform case.
In Sec. II we reached the conclusion that the closer the input and output arms to the adjacent cavities the better the transmission characteristics of the structure. We shall now try to optimize the location of the last cavity. To address this problem we kept the cavity width @,a=5 mm) and its external radius (RR,&rO =3.19 cm) constant and varied its separation from the ninth cell. The result is illustrated in Fig. 8 . The peak in the power ratio occurs for g9=8.4 mm. With this information we repeated the optimization of the external radius but this time with g,=8.4 mm rather than 9 mm in the previous stage. The result is presented in Fig. 9 which indicates that the maximum total power occurs for a different geometry than the maximum power ratio. In order to avoid power reflected backwards we compromise (few dB's) on the total power in order to ensure maximum power flow forward.
V. BEAM-WAVE INTERACTION: HYDRODYNAMIC APPROXIMATION
In the previous section the current density was imposed and the effect of saturation was included phenomenologitally. At this point we shall constrain ourselves to a linear regime in which the current density is a linear function of the local electric field at the electrons location. This will be done within the framework of the linear hydrodynamic (fluid) approximation. The following formulation will permit us to investigate the propagation of space-charge waves in quasiperiodic structures. The beam is considered an active linear medium which satisfies J,(r,k;w)= -jwe, (44) and is considered as a fluid. Accordingly, we reintroduce the injected wave in the input arm, thus A, is no longer zero. The relativistic plasma frequency is defined as 
The continuity of these two components at r= R, implies
where bb= AR, and b,=rRb (subscript v stands for vacuum and subscript b for beam). This expression determines the relation between Z?(k) and C(k):
It is now convenient to extract B(k) from the brackets of Eqs. (51)- (53) and define the radial functions:
These can be considered generalizations of the modified Bessel functions we used in the homogeneous case. The magnetic vector potential and the field are given by I 0;
A,(r,z,o) = dk B(k)jO(k,r)e-jkZ,
At the nth groove or arm aperture (r= Ri"t), according to the notation used in Sec. II, we can write E,,n= -jwDn~0.n(tu)-joAi"Gn,1H6"(a), (60) The formulation now is similar with the case when no beam is present and we can use the the formal result we presented in Sec. II, namely, ii ~n,mDm= SnAin 1 
and dma m s
The only difference is that the modified Bessel functions (lo and Z,) were replaced by the generalized counterparts f. and jr defined in Eq. (56).
As in Sec. II we express the elements of the matrix x in terms of analytic functions. The first step is to substitute the explicit expressions for L,(k); the result is It is convenient to define the following Green's function:
n Unlike in the first case where we evaluated the Green's function G using a "simple" set of poles which were the zeros of Z,(A), in this case we have to examine the poles of (6% For simplicity let us consider for the moment the case when the beam tills the entire waveguide, i.e., R,= Rinr, in which case (70) where b= ARint. The poles of this expression correspond to the zeros of the dispersion relation of a waveguide filled with a beam. Since we know that in a cylindrical waveguide the electromagnetic modes and the space-charge modes are essentially "decoupled," we shall determine the poles accordingly. In other words the expression for 6 is a superposition of the electromagnetic and space-charge modes HG=GEMfGSC.
The contribution of the electromagnetic modes is determined by ignoring the presence of the beam (o,,=O) and it will be identical to what was found in Sets. ii--IV, i.e., using Eq. (14) we have otherwise.
(72)
We shall now concentrate on working out the contribution of the space-charge waves. As in the empty case, we,consider the pole around b = jp, , namely bs-$Rkt$-$Rit ( 8'3 In the case of the space-charge waves we know that there exist two waves, thus the solution reads A~-~~&I-~z) + ~ei~pJ~l-xz) gshIx2)= 0 I for .xl<xZ, for xt>n2. (81) These solutions are continuous at x1 =x2 whereas their derivatives as determined by integrating Eq. (80) are discontinuous at the same location. This ultimately implies that
Pd
The contribution of the space-charge waves to the x matrix can be now formulated as (74) XejU(Xi-Xz) 'vo sin[K,,,(xt-x,) ]h(x,-n,).
In the evaluation of these integrals we take advantage of the fact that for x1 >x, the integrand is zero which means The last integral is identical (except for the fact that the pole is real) to that in Eq. (13); however, in the evaluation we have to be more careful since unlike the electromagnetic waves, the space-charge modes propagate only along the beam. Therefore we may expect that the integral in Eq. (78) will be identically zero for x,>x2 otherwise the solution would indicate a wave propagating against the beam. In order to solve the integral it is convenient to follow the same approach as in Sec. II. We define 
which represents the actual overlap of the beam with the wave and it multiplies the plasma frequency term (+,;xFf). We now simulate a system which is identical with the one in Sec. IV. A 1 MV, 1 kA beam is propagating through the structure and the wave injected in the system is assumed to be of sufficiently low power such that the system operates in the linear regime. A frequency scan of a symmetric (gin=go"t=l mm) system is illustrated in Fig. 10 . The gain, defined as the power at the output divided by the power injected in the input arm, has a maximum at 9.0 GHz as designed. The other peak is close to the T point and it occurs at 9.06 GHz. Note that the gain is relatively low-about 16 dB-and this is also the ratio (in dB) between the power in the output arm comparing to the input arm. According to a Pierce-like analysis the growth rate is expected to be of the order of 2.5 dB/cm. The next stage is to break the symmetry of the system by increasing the distance between the input -20 I-8 Gain and arms power ratio as a function of frequency in a structure which includes a drift region (g,=20 mm). 'The gain at 9 GHz is 24 dB.
arm and the first cavity. In doing so, both the gain and the arms power ratio jumped to 24 dB (see Fig. 11 ). By increasing the distance between the second and the third cavity to 20 mm (see Fig. 12 ) we were able to obtain a similar gain at the required frequency and minimize somewhat the effect of the higher frequency peak (9.06 GHz). If instead we changed the distance between the third and the fourth cavity, the gain dropped below 20 dB.
With the former result in mind, we have increased the radius of the last cavity to R,,to=32 mm and its width to dlo=5 mm. The gain as a function of the separation from the ninth cavity was found to have an optimum for g9= 11 mm.
Next we asked what should be the separation between the second and the third cavity to obtain maximum gain. According to the classical klystron theory we would expect the maximum to occur around X,/4 which in our case is roughly 4.6 cm. The gain and the arms power ratio is presented in Fig. 13 for g3=50 mm. The gain in this case approaches 40 dB. Finally, for the same geometry we have calculated the gain as a function of the (normalized) average velocity of the 8.7 8.8 8.9 9.0 9.1 9.2 9.3 f (GHz) FIG. 13 . Gain and arms power ratio as a function of frequency in a structure which includes a drift region (gs=50 mm) and enlarged output cavity (Lr,m= 32 mm). The gain at 9 GHz is almost 40 dB. electrons at the input. The result is presented in Fig. 14 where we observe that the gain may actually exceed the 40 dB level.
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We have presented in this work an analytical method to analyze and design quasiperiodic structures. The electromagnetic structure consists of a constant radius waveguide, an arbitrary number of pill-box cavities, and azimuthally symmetric arms. In the waveguide, the electromagnetic field is represented by a continuous spatial spectrum of waves whereas in the cavities or arms the spectrum is discrete. The boundary condition problem is formulated in terms of a set of eigenmodes which satisfy all boundary conditions except at the interface with the waveguide. The elements of the matrix which relates the amplitudes of these modes to the source term are expressed in terms of analytic functions using Cauchy's residue theorem. When no beam is injected, the poles correspond to the regular electromagnetic modes in a cylindrical waveguide. In the presence of the beam, there is an additional set of poles which corresponds to the spacecharge waves' family. Unlike the electromagnetic modes which can propagate equally in both directions, the spacecharge waves propagate only along the beam (forward). This fact has been carefully addressed in the evaluation of the integrals. It is important to emphasize here that all poles are real (both electromagnetic and space charge) as they all correspond to the eigenmodes in a cylindrical waveguide. Consequently, the gain in the system is a result of the coupling between all these modes introduced by the cavities and arms. This is different from the regular approach of beam-wave interaction in traveling wave structures. Such an analysis relies strongly on the periodic@ of the structure and the poles of such a structure are complex, e.g., Pierce theory.
Three cases were considered: the homogeneous problem, the Green's function, and the beam-wave interaction within the framework of the hydrodynamic approximation. The examples presented were only for a system which operates at 9 GHz. However, the method can be used at 11.4 GHz for the design of an extraction section for SLAC's klystron or 14
GHz for VLEPP's system. From these examples there are several conclusions which we would like to emphasize.
(1) (2) (31 (4) In order to inject maximum power into the (cold) structure one has to place both arms as close as possible to their adjacent cavities. If it is necessary to change significantly the geometry of the last cells but at the same time maintain the electromagnetic transmission characteristics, one should keep the higher resonance of the enlarged cavity close to that of the cavities in the periodic structure. In this context it is more adequate to think about the system as a set of coupled cavities rather than a traveling wave structure (see Fig. 7 ). For an active system it is advantageous to isolate (electromagnetically) the input from the output by increasing the drift region between two adjacent cells adequately chosen. In our example the gain has increased from 16 to 24 dB. The best choice seems to be when the first cells, including the input arm, form a one wavelength long cavity. A substantial increase (to a total of 40 dB) in the gain was calculated when the output cell was adequately tuned and the input section was isolated from the output.
In conclusion, the method presented here enables us to analyze a quasiperiodic structure which can be a uniform periodic structure, a two-stage traveling wave amplifier, a klystron, or a klystron with traveling wave output structure. The effect of the input and output is naturally included. Consequently, this method provides us with a convenient tool for the design of input or output structures. Furthermore, it enables us to investigate hybrid structures which combine the advantages of a traveling wave structure and a klystron.
